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M ETH OD OLOGY

This poll was conducted between September 1-7, 

2022 among a sample of 2,650 voters in AZ, CO, GA, 

NV, and NH (referenced as battleground voters 

throughout). The interviews were conducted online 

and the data were weighted to approximate a target 

sample of voters in these states using two stage 

weighting: The first stage weights were based on 

gender by age, educational attainment, race, and 

marital status and the second stage was based on 

relative state population. Results from the full survey 

have a margin of error of +/- 2%.



Controlling inflation (42%) is the top issue battleground voters want to see their Senator prioritize, while 
regulating technology companies was only selected by 1% of voters. Among Democratic battleground 
voters, standing up for abortion rights (40%) is the top issue. 
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Methodology: This poll was conducted between September 1-7, 2022 among a sample of 2,650 voters in AZ, CO, GA, NV, and NH (referenced as battleground voters throughout). Results were weighted and results from the full survey have a margin of error of +/-2%.



Across the battleground states surveyed, controlling inflation is the top issue 
voters want to see their senator prioritize.
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Across the battleground states surveyed, controlling inflation is the top issue 
voters want to see their senator prioritize.
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Methodology: This poll was conducted between September 1-7, 2022 among a sample of 2,650 voters in AZ, CO, GA, NV, and NH (referenced as battleground voters throughout). Results were weighted and results from the full survey have a margin of error of +/-2%.



When it comes to ways technology services could be regulated, battleground voters want to see candidates for U.S. 
Senate support protecting consumers from scams and malware (24%). Democratic battleground voters also want to 
see candidates for U.S. Senate support combatting misinformation online (22%) and protecting consumers from 
scams and malware (19%). 
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Thinking about ways technology services could be regulated, what ONE goal would you most like to see candidates for U.S. Senate support?
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Methodology: This poll was conducted between September 1-7, 2022 among a sample of 2,650 voters in AZ, CO, GA, NV, and NH (referenced as battleground voters throughout). Results were weighted and results from the full survey have a margin of error of +/-2%.
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Across the battleground states surveyed, protecting consumers from scams and malware is the 
issue voters want to see candidates for U.S. senate support. 

Thinking about ways technology services could be regulated, what ONE goal would you most like to see candidates for U.S. Senate support?
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Thinking about ways technology services could be regulated, what ONE goal would you most like to see candidates for U.S. Senate support?
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Across the battleground states surveyed, protecting consumers from scams and malware is the 
issue voters want to see candidates for U.S. senate support. 
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Thinking about ways technology services could be regulated, what ONE goal would you most like to see candidates for U.S. Senate support?
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Across the battleground states surveyed, protecting consumers from scams and malware is the 
issue voters want to see candidates for U.S. senate support. 



A plurality of battleground voters across the states surveyed want to see candidates for U.S. Senate 
support protecting consumers from scams and malware. 
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Methodology: This poll was conducted between September 1-7, 2022 among a sample of 2,650 voters in AZ, CO, GA, NV, and NH (referenced as battleground voters throughout). Results were weighted and results from the full survey have a margin of error of +/-2%.



Thinking about how technology companies operate, a majority of battleground voters have some 
concerns about how technology companies operate, but value their apps and products (30%) and want to 
see more technology jobs in their community (30%). One-fifth have deep concerns (17%) about how 
technology companies operate, and 14% have no concerns. 
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Methodology: This poll was conducted between September 1-7, 2022 among a sample of 2,650 voters in AZ, CO, GA, NV, and NH (referenced as battleground voters throughout). Results were weighted and results from the full survey have a margin of error of +/-2%.



Thinking about how technology companies operate, a majority of Democratic battleground voters have 
some concerns about how technology companies operate, but value their apps and products (30%) and 
want to see more technology jobs in their community (33%). One-fifth have deep concerns (16%) about 
how technology companies operate, and 15% have no concerns. 
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A majority of battleground voters are more likely to oppose technology legislation knowing it would prevent 
Amazon from providing free shipping (69%) and selling Amazon Basics (62%), harm the security of online 
services and devices for consumers (56%), prohibit app stores from pre-screening apps to make sure they are 
safe and secure (52%), and prevent Google from showing Google Maps information in search results (51%).  
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Congress is currently debating technology legislation, which some predict would have the following consequences. Would you be more likely to support or 

oppose the legislation given the following possible implications, or would it have no impact either way? This legislation would…
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Methodology: This poll was conducted between September 1-7, 2022 among a sample of 2,650 voters in AZ, CO, GA, NV, and NH (referenced as battleground voters throughout). Results were weighted and results from the full survey have a margin of error of +/-2%.



When it comes to regulating different aspects of the products and services provided by Amazon, Google, and Apple, a majority of 
battleground voters prefer technology companies choose policies that benefit consumers over policies that benefit suppliers, 
developers, or other companies. 
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When it comes to regulating different aspects of the products and services provided by Amazon, Google, and Apple, a majority of 
Democratic battleground voters prefer technology companies choose policies that benefit consumers over policies that benefit 
suppliers, developers, or other companies.
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